
 

 

 

 
fluid from its eyes and 

ears. Then the mother giraffe 

rudely introduces its offspring to 

the reality of life.  

   The mother giraffe lowers her 

head long enough to take a quick 

look. Then she positions herself 

directly over her calf. She waits for 

about a minute, and then she does 

the most unreasonable thing. She 

swings her long, pendulous leg 

outward and kicks her baby, so that 

it is sent sprawling head over heels. 

I know what you’re thinking… do I 

really want to read the rest of this 

story? Go ahead, because it makes 

my point and is hardwired into 

each and every mother giraffe.  

   So, when the baby doesn’t get up, 

the forceful process is repeated 

over and over again, and you can 

begin to see why. The struggle to 

rise is momentous. As the baby calf 

grows tired, the mother kicks it 

again to stimulate its efforts. 

Finally, the calf stands for the first 

time on its wobbly legs.  

   Then the mother giraffe does the 

most remarkable thing. She kicks it 

off its feet again. Why? She wants 

it to remember how it got up. In the 

wild, baby giraffes must be able to 

get up as quickly as possible to stay 

with the herd, where there is safety. 

   What’s so great about tough 

times? Well, for one thing, they 

don’t last. But there’s something 

else that’s far more important. Of 

course, no one likes tough times. I 

don’t know anyone who seeks out 

adversity, pain, or hardship for the 

fun of it. But I do know that when 

you ask successful people how 

they developed their strengths, 

how they become resilient and 

tenacious, or if you ask them 

when their periods of greatest 

personal growth were, they 

invariably talk about the tough 

times. They’ll tell you about the 

hardships and adversities they 

overcame, and they’ll tell you 

about the growth that came from 

experiencing pain, loss and failure 

– even though, at the time, they 

didn’t know it would happen like 

that. I’m reminded of the story 

about the birth of giraffe into the 

wild. Here goes.  

   Bringing a giraffe into the world 

is a tall order. A baby giraffe falls 

10 feet from its mother’s womb 

and usually lands on its back. 

Within seconds it rolls over and 

tucks its legs under its body. From 

this position it considers the world 

for the first time and shakes off 

the last residues of the birthing 
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 "Thanksgiving is 

nothing if not a 

glad and reverent 

lifting of the heart 

to God in honor 

and praise for His 

goodness." 
- Robert Casper Lintner 

 

 

A thankful heart is 

not only the great-

est virtue, but the 

parent of all the 

other virtues. 
- Cicero 
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and safeguard what we presently have. 

When I’m asked for my recommendations from our folks 

when sales are down and things don’t click the way they 

used to, I tell them we always have a choice. We can 

choose to wallow in self-pity or become immobilized 

with depression or fear. We can choose to run and 

hide… but what good does that do? You don’t win and 

your prospects lose out on a fabulous opportunity to say 

“yes” to you. What you can do… and what I hope you 

do… is to choose to stand and engage in the struggle. 

And every time we choose to stand, every time we 

choose to tough it out, it gets easier to choose it again the 

next time.  

   We strengthen our character “muscles” just as we do 

our physical ones – by repeatedly using them, by taking 

them to their limits of endurance.  

   Every challenge, every crisis, offers a precious 

opportunity. What will you choose to do with yours?  

   Remember, it’s in your hands.     ~ David 

Lions, hyenas, leopards, and wild hunting dogs all 

enjoy young giraffes, and they’d get it, too, if the 

mother didn’t teach her calf to get up quickly and get 

with it.  

   So, what’s that got to do with my career? Plenty! 

Think about your daily goals… your family, your time 

and the amount of energy you put into making those 

goals become a reality. Are you having difficulty… 

maybe everyday isn’t what you want it to be. Do you 

think you might possibly want to go back to the basics 

and reclaim what made you successful?  

   I don’t know who it was who said that we are like tea 

leaves -- we never know our true strength until we get 

into hot water. But they were absolutely right! It is the 

trials, struggles and obstacles we experience that build 

resilience. It is the challenges we meet head on that 

make us strong. Problems cause us to mobilize our 

energies to find solutions. Loss causes us to truly value 

 

 

 

Are These Tough Times. . .  Cont’d 

New Member TMC Christmas Club Where will you be          

March 8, 2013? 

BJ Puttergill 

The following Participating Partner   

contributed to the success of  

Travelers Motor Club in week ending  

November 21,2012 

              New Contest                                                      

beginning                          

November 26!!!! 

Check out the flyer on 

page  

three 
Be there, or be 

square! 

Will you be at the Awards   

Retreat in Branson, Missouri? 

Still time to Qualify!!!! 

Don’t miss your all-expense paid trip 
to the Awards  Retreat at              
Chateau On The Lake in              

Branson, Missouri! 

Shows!    Fabulous Hotel!   

                                      Excitement! 



DOUBLE YOUR MEMBERS  

DOUBLE THE FUN 

 

 

Contest Rules: 

  

Two Week Contest 

First Week: November 26, 2012 - December 1, 2012 

Second Week: December 3, 2012 - December 8, 2012 

 Sign 10 new members in either week and earn  

$100 bonus for that week! 

 Sign 15 new members or more during week one  

and earn $500 - sign another 15 new members or more  

during week two and  

“Double” your earning for week two $1,000!! 

Members must be written and processed in the contest 

week to qualify.   

                     TDC’s will count the week they are processed 

 

 

  


